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NOMURA A.N.D. Studio Wins

UK “Restaurant & Bar Design Awards” for 2nd Straight Year
Toranomon HOP (Minato-ku, Tokyo), designed by Ryu Kosaka and Keisuke Sasaki of A.N.D. within NOMURA, has won the Best Asia
Bar award in the Asia Bar category of the Restaurant & Bar Design Awards 2015 , the internationally acclaimed awards dedicated
exclusively to the design of food and drink spaces. This follows A.N.D.’ s win last year in the same category for “W Guangzhou FEI”
project, and is the first time in the world that one company has won an award in the this category for two years in a row.
Established in 2009, this year marks the seventh edition of the Restaurant & Bar Design Awards. The awards ceremony was held on
October 1st at the Old Truman Brewery in London and was attended by approximately 700 designers, members of the media, and
leading industry professionals from the UK and around the world.
There were 860 entries this year from more than 70 countries, with entries in the Asia Bar category from about 10 Asian countries and
regions besides Japan including China, Hong Kong, Singapore, and India. Toranomon HOP, winner of the Asia Bar category, was
commended by the judges for its design simplicity that allows the inherent
beauty of the materials to take center stage.
We at NOMURA would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone at the
client as well as the many others whose support and cooperation have made
this award possible.
We intend to continue offering solutions to clients’ issues and realizing their vision
to create ideal spaces that provide delightful and passionate experiences by
designing environments that are highly conducive to attracting people with
focus on the people who will use the space.
A.N.D. Keisuke Sasaki and Will Alsop (Presenter)

Toranomon HOP
A popular and long-standing German beer pub, which has been operating in Yokohama for 26 years, opened an additional
location in the new Tokyo landmark of Toranomon Hills, which opened in 2014. It offers an extensive selection of authentic German
beers at reasonable prices for the casual dining segment. The pub’ s vision was to create a warm and inviting atmosphere that
would welcome the neighborhood’ s office workers from its location in the new skyscraper complex in the same way as older
establishments located on the surrounding streets.
The pub’ s location, with more than half of its wall fronting the building’ s long glass curtain wall, offers customers the chance to gaze
down at the complex’ s outdoor Oval Plaza. This prime location also allows people outside to see into the pub from the plaza, which
attracts people taking a break from the variety of events held in the complex on a regular basis. The pub’ s design was therefore
based around creating an eye-catching, organic ceiling visible from the plaza. Solid wood planks arranged at slightly different
angles radiate outward on the ceiling in a rounded design. This imparts the warm feeling of being enveloped in wood in the pub’ s
interior while also giving the pub an attractive presence from the plaza.
The design places standing tables in the shared space in front of the pub and pushes the bar counter out to the edge of the lease
outline with the aim of creating the energy of a street-level pub with people and pub furniture spilling outside. The counter uses a
traditional motif with a thick mortar finish to give it a presence in the spirit of German beer customs. All countertops and furniture
customers come into contact with use thick planks of solid wood finished with a band saw to create familiar and comforting forms.
The pub design aims to facilitate borderless communication befitting the dining segment’ s aspiration of serving as a gathering hub.

Founded by Marco Rebora in 2009, the Restaurant & Bar Design Awards is one of the world’ s foremost award programs dedicated
to the design of food and drink spaces. The awards focus on design as a key element to success in the hospitality business, and
winning works reflect the current state of international creativity. With separate categories established for global regions and
project environments, winners in each category are selected by a panel of prominent judges assembled from various fields
spanning the hospitality, lifestyle, and design worlds.
http://restaurantandbardesignawards.com/
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